Comparison of Myocardial Imaging with Iodine-123-Iodophenyl-9-Methyl Pentadecanoic Acid and Thallium-201-Chloride for Assessment of Patients with Exercise-Induced Myocardial Ischemia
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Iodine-123-iodophenyl-9-methyl-pentadecanoic acid ($[^{123}\text{I}]$MPDA) and thallium-201 ($^{201}\text{Tl}$) were sequentially injected in 11 patients during exercise-induced myocardial ischemia. Simultaneous dual-energy planar images were obtained at 5 min, 3 and 5 hr. All studies were concordantly either positive (8/11) or negative (3/11) by both radionuclides. Exact agreement for segmental uptake was 93%, 94% and 94% for 5-min, 3- and 5-hr images, respectively. Exact agreement for defect reversibility by 3 and 5 hr were 95% and 92%. The initial defect contrasts and myocardial-to-lung ratios were similar by both agents but myocardial-to-liver ratio was lower by $[^{123}\text{I}]$MPDA at 5 min, which became similar to $^{201}\text{Tl}$ at 5 hr. Normal percent myocardial clearances of both agents were comparable and significantly higher than those in defect zones. Thus $[^{123}\text{I}]$MPDA is suitable for myocardial imaging and correlates closely with $^{201}\text{Tl}$ for initial postexercise myocardial uptake and defect reversibility. Defect reversibility appears to result from differential myocardial clearance from normal and ischemic regions.


Assessment of regional myocardial perfusion and viability has prognostic and therapeutic implications in patients with coronary artery disease. Thallium-201 ($^{201}\text{Tl}$) myocardial imaging has been widely applied for these assessments. Thallium-201, however, is not optimal for assessing myocardial viability because nonreversible defects may be observed in viable myocardial regions (1-4). Myocardial viability may also be assessed by determining the metabolic integrity of the myocardium using radiolabeled metabolic substrates. Free-fatty acids serve as the primary metabolic energy source for the myocardium under normal circumstances. Extensive research using positron emission tomography has shown that normal fatty acid metabolism is altered in the ischemic or necrotic myocardium (5,6), suggesting that fatty acids may be useful for assessment of myocardial viability.

Recently, a new single-photon agent, iodine-123-iodophenyl-9-methyl-pentadecanoic acid ($[^{123}\text{I}]$MPDA) has been developed. Iodine-123-MPDA is a modified long-chain (15 carbons) fatty acid which differs from $[^{123}\text{I}]$iodophenylpentadecanoic acid (IPPA) by a methyl branch on its 9 carbon location (Fig. 1). Iodine-123-MPDA was previously used in an open label noncomparative Phase I study to evaluate its biodistribution and safety in normal volunteers (7). The purpose of this study was to compare $[^{123}\text{I}]$MPDA and $^{201}\text{Tl}$ imaging in patients with exercise-induced ischemia with respect to regional myocardial distribution, defect reversibility, target-to-background ratios, defect contrast, initial uptake, and subsequent clearances from normal and ischemic myocardial regions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Population

The patient population consisted of 11 patients with stable exertional angina and exercise-induced ischemic electrocardiographic changes ($\geqslant$ 1.0 mm horizontal or downsloping ST depression or $\geqslant$ 1.5 mm upsloping ST depression at 0.08 sec after the J point). One patient had a previous myocardial infarction. The age ranged from 53 to 73 yr with a mean of 63 yr. There were 1 female and 10 male patients, recruited in two different medical centers: Loyola University Medical Cen-
FIGURE 1
Structural formulae of $^{123}$I-MPDA (top) and $^{123}$I-IPPA (bottom). The only structural difference between the two compounds is that the former has a methyl branch of the carbon 9 location.

FIGURE 2
Assignment of the four ROIs on an $^{123}$I-MPDA anterior image.
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considered nonreversible if it had a score of ≤3 which did not improve at redistribution imaging. Segments with reverse-redistribution were defined as segments with initial score ≥4 that decreased to ≤3.

Quantitative Analysis of Images
Three regions of interest (ROIs) were assigned to each image: (1) over a normal myocardial zone, (2) over a myocardial defect area, and (3) over the lung background. In the anterior view, a fourth ROI was also assigned over the liver area (Fig. 2). Identical ROIs were used on $^{201}$TI and $^{123}$I images. For each ROI, the average counts per pixel was determined by the computer. Myocardium-to-lung count ratios and myocardium-to-liver count ratios were determined by dividing the average counts per pixel of the normal myocardial zone by those of the lung and liver, respectively.

Background was subtracted using the Watson interpolative algorithm (8). After correction by appropriate physical decay factors ($^{201}$TI decay factor = 0.991/hr, $^{123}$I decay factor = 0.948/hr) myocardial clearances of $^{201}$TI and $^{123}$I-MPDA were calculated in the normal and defect zones at 3-hr and 5-hr imaging times by subtracting the average counts per pixel of delayed images from the average counts per pixel of initial images and dividing the result by the average counts per pixel of initial images. Percent clearance was obtained by multiplying the result by 100. Defect contrast was calculated by subtracting average counts per pixel of a defect zone from that of the normal myocardial zone and dividing the result by the average counts per pixel in the normal zone. This value was expressed in percent after multiplying the result by 100. Because energy spillover between the two radionuclides was negligible, correction was not performed.

Statistical Analysis
The kappa statistic was used to measure the agreement between $^{123}$I-MPDA and $^{201}$TI images in evaluating segmental scores and segmental reversibility scores. The significance of kappa statistic was determined by calculating a t-like statistic defined as kappa value divided by its asymptotic standard error. This value was also compared to Z-table values to obtain the corresponding p value. A p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Paired t-tests were used to compare
initial defect contrasts, myocardial-to-background ratios, and percent clearance in normal and defect regions between the two radionuclides.

RESULTS

Detection of Perfusion Defects on Initial Images

In the 11 patients, 8 studies were concordantly positive and 3 were concordantly negative by $^{[123]}$I-MPDA and $^{201}$TI (Fig. 3). Of the eight positive studies, seven showed reversible defects by both $^{201}$TI and $^{[123]}$I-MPDA and one (the patient with prior myocardial infarction) showed both reversible and nonreversible defects by both radionuclides. Agreement between the two radionuclides for visual segmental scores of the initial, 3-hr and 5-hr images is shown in Figure 4. On initial images, 92 of 99 segments were scored identically resulting in 93% exact agreement (kappa = 0.858, p < 0.0001). Of 71 myocardial segments with normal $^{201}$TI uptake, 70 (99%) had normal $^{[123]}$I-MPDA uptake. Moreover, the degree of reduction of activity also correlated highly between the two agents: Of 28 myocardial segments with reduced $^{201}$TI uptake, 24 (86%) also had abnormal $^{[123]}$I-MPDA uptake. Exact agreement was 94% (93/99) on 3-hr postinjection images and was 94% (82/87) on 5-hr postinjection images (kappa = 0.807 and 0.753 respectively, p < 0.0001). Of note, one patient did not undergo the 5-hr imaging and in one patient only two views were obtained at 5 hr, resulting in a reduction of the number of analyzable segments at 5-hr delayed imaging.

Defect Reversibility

Figure 5 shows correlation between the two radionuclides for segmental defect reversibility patterns. Exact agreement was 95% (94/99) (kappa = 0.898, p < 0.0001) for initial 3-hr redistribution and was 92% (80/87) for initial 5-hr studies (kappa = 0.823, p < 0.0001). The pattern of reversibility from initial postexercise to 3-hr delayed imaging was found to be discordant between the two agents in 5 of 99 segments. Of these, three segments were considered reversible by $^{201}$TI that were normal by $^{[123]}$I-MPDA and one segment was reversible by $^{201}$TI but showed reverse redistribution by $^{[123]}$I-MPDA. It is of note that despite this apparent discordance, four of five segments were considered to be viable by both agents. Of the 87 myocardial segments that were compared for the pattern of 5-hr reversibility, 7 showed discordant patterns between the two agents. Of these, six were reversible or showed reverse redistribution by $^{201}$TI but were normal (five segments) or showed reverse redistribution (one segment) by $^{[123]}$I-MPDA. Therefore, in this subgroup of seven apparently discordant results, six showed concordance for regional myocardial viability.

Initial Defect Contrast

On the initial images, the average ± s.d. defect contrast for $^{[123]}$I-MPDA was 42% ± 17%, which was not significantly different from that of $^{201}$TI which was 38% ± 16% (p = 0.142).

Myocardial Percent Clearances in Normal and Defect Regions

In normal regions, the 3-hr percent clearances of $^{201}$TI and $^{[123]}$I-MPDA were 40 ± 4 and 43 ± 5, respectively (p = ns) (Fig. 6). In the defect regions, the 3-hr...
Comparative $^{123}$I-MPDA and $^{201}$TI percent clearances in normal and defect regions at 3 hr (3 HOUR WASHOUT) and 5 hr (5 HOUR WASHOUT).

percent clearances were similar for both agents (23 ± 6 and 31 ± 6, respectively) but were significantly lower than the corresponding values in normal regions (p < 0.05). Similar differences between normal and defect percent myocardial clearances were noted on 5-hr delayed images for $^{201}$TI (53 ± 3 versus 39 ± 5, respectively) and for $^{123}$I-MPDA (59 ± 7 versus 35 ± 5, respectively). Of note, for the patient with a prior myocardial infarction, $^{123}$I-MPDA percent clearance from the infarct zone was 47% at 3 hr and 68% at 5 hr, both higher than the corresponding normal values.

**Myocardial-to-Background Ratios**

These were determined for the initial and 5-hr images (Fig. 7). Thallium-201 myocardium-to-lung ratios on initial and 5-hr images were 2.43 ± 0.49 and 1.84 ± 0.27, respectively. Iodine-123-MPDA myocardium-to-lung ratios on initial and 5-hr images were 2.65 ± 0.34 and 1.73 ± 0.17, respectively, which were not statistically different from the values observed with $^{201}$TI. In contrast, the initial $^{123}$I-MPDA myocardium-to-liver ratio was significantly lower than that of $^{201}$TI (respectively 1.12 ± 0.30 versus 1.41 ± 0.37, p < 0.05). The 5-hr myocardium-to-liver ratios for $^{123}$I-MPDA and $^{201}$TI were not statistically different (respectively 1.07 ± 0.19 versus 1.17 ± 0.11).

**DISCUSSION**

Iodine-123-labeled free-fatty acids have been proposed as a means of studying myocardial metabolism in man (9,10), but their rapid mitochondrial degradation by beta-oxidation and rapid detachment of $^{123}$I from the molecule have limited their clinical application. In the last decade, more suitable radiolabeled fatty acids were developed for myocardial imaging. The problem of rapid mitochondrial degradation was addressed by adding one or two methyl groups at the carbon-3 position (11–16), which prevented the compound to enter the beta-oxidation cycle. To stabilize the $^{123}$I on the free-fatty acid molecule, a phenyl ring was added at the omega position (17–18). Recently, $^{123}$I-MPDA, a new modified free-fatty acid was developed that contains a phenyl ring on carbon-15 and a methyl branch of the carbon-9. Preliminary study in normal volunteers (7) demonstrated that the methyl branching on carbon-9 significantly increased the myocardial residence time of $^{123}$I-MPDA. In the present study, uptake and kinetics of $^{123}$I-MPDA were compared to those of $^{201}$TI in patients with exertional ischemia.

**Myocardial-to-Background Ratios**

Our results demonstrate comparable myocardial-to-lung ratios between $^{123}$I-MPDA and $^{201}$TI on the initial and 5-hr delayed images. We found, however, that the initial myocardial-to-liver ratio was lower with $^{123}$I-MPDA because of its higher initial liver uptake. The $^{123}$I-MPDA hepatic clearance is faster than that of $^{201}$TI, resulting in similar myocardial-to-liver ratios for both agents 5 hr after injection.

**Initial Myocardial Uptake**

Iodine-123-MPDA paralleled $^{201}$TI segmental myocardial distribution very closely. Quantitative assessment of defect contrast confirmed this finding by demonstrating no significant difference between $^{123}$I-MPDA and $^{201}$TI. These findings suggest that the initial postexercise distribution of $^{123}$I-MPDA, like $^{201}$TI is related to regional myocardial blood flow distribution. However, it is possible that decreased $^{123}$I-MPDA regional uptake, as observed with other fatty acids (19–21), is not only flow related but may be also affected by diminished extraction accompanying reduction of aerobic metabolism.

**Defect Reversibility**

The agreement between $^{123}$I-MPDA and $^{201}$TI for different patterns of defect reversibility was high. This was observed when the initial postexercise images were compared to either the 3-hr or the 5-hr delayed images. Correlation between the two agents for defect reversibility is also reflected in the high degree of correlation that was found in regional myocardial distribution of both agents on the 3- and 5-hr delayed images. Similarity between the two agents with respect to defect reversi-
Iodine-123-labeled fatty acids allow evaluation of myocardial viability. Our study demonstrated that $^{123}$I-MPDA is comparable to $^{201}$TI, and due to its lower cost and ease of administration, it is attractive as a potential cost-effective agent for myocardial imaging. However, $^{123}$I-MPDA and $^{201}$TI are labeled with different radionuclides and have different kinetic properties, which make direct comparison difficult. Therefore, it is important to compare the two agents in a controlled clinical trial. The authors are grateful to H. William Strauss, MD for his valuable suggestions and contributions to this study. We also wish to thank Joseph Aredea and Sharon Nesal, PhD for their statistical consultation, Ken Nicholls, PhD for his assistance with image quantitation images, Yzhar Charuuz, MD for his helpful suggestions, and Mitza Escuin for her assistance in preparation of the manuscript. The authors wish to acknowledge significant effort by David White, PhD and his colleagues at Mallinckrodt Medical, Inc., who developed $^{123}$I-MPDA, and we thank the group for providing this compound for the present study. This study was supported in part by the Save A Heart Foundation, by the American Physicians Fellowship, a Specialized Center of Research grant 7561 from the National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, and a grant from the American Heart Association, Greater Los Angeles Affiliate, Los Angeles, CA.

This study was presented at the Young Investigator Award Forum of the Society of Nuclear Medicine Meeting, St. Louis, MO, June 1989.
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Myocardial Clearance

Iodine-123-MPDA myocardial clearances in normal regions at 3 and 5 hr were similar and statistically not significantly different from those observed with $^{201}$TI in the same corresponding regions. In myocardial segments with initial defect, percent clearance rates of $^{123}$I-MPDA at 3 and 5 hr were lower than those observed in normal myocardial regions. These values were also not significantly different from those of $^{201}$TI. The results suggest that the observed defect reversibility from initial post-stress to 3- and 5-hr delayed imaging times are due to differential clearance rate of $^{123}$I-MPDA from normal and defect regions such that the relatively faster clearance rate of $^{123}$I-MPDA from normal areas and relatively slower clearance rate from defect areas result in normalization of activity over time. In this regard, $^{123}$I-MPDA appears to behave very similarly to $^{201}$TI. Our finding of slower than normal clearance rate of $^{123}$I-MPDA in defect zones is consistent with previous work by Lerch et al. (19) using carbon-11-palmitate, Van der Wall et al. (22) using heptadecanoic acid, and Kennedy et al. (23) using $^{123}$I-IPPA. The proposed mechanism for reduced fatty acid clearance from regions of myocardial ischemia has been that once the fatty acid has undergone esterification with acetyl coenzyme A, it is no longer able to diffuse out of the cell. Schoen (24) described this phenomenon as “metabolic sequestration” of the fatty acids in the myocardial cells. Our study, however, does not evaluate the underlying metabolic alterations that may have been responsible for slower clearance of $^{123}$I-MPDA from defect regions. In the one patient in this study with a myocardial segment with prior myocardial infarction, the $^{123}$I-MPDA clearance from the defect zone was higher than that from the normal zone. This observation is consistent with a previous report by Van der Wall (25). Since myocardial imaging was performed at three time intervals only, more detailed kinetics of $^{123}$I-MPDA cannot be evaluated based on this study.

Study Limitations

Since only 11 patients were included in this study, the results should be considered preliminary. There were only four nonreversible defects by $^{201}$TI imaging. Therefore, we could not evaluate the limitations of $^{201}$TI and the possible advantages of $^{123}$I-MPDA with respect to evaluation of myocardial viability.

CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates that $^{123}$I-MPDA is a suitable agent for myocardial imaging and is comparable to $^{201}$TI. Similar initial myocardial distribution of these two radionuclides suggests that $^{123}$I-MPDA initial distribution is related to regional myocardial perfusion. Reversibility of the initial postexercise myocardial defects appears to be due to slower clearance from defect regions rather than active accumulation of fatty acids in these areas. Further clinical investigation is needed to define comparative abilities of $^{123}$I-MPDA and $^{201}$TI to assess myocardial viability.
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